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Women and
Men Decide
Cancer Care
Differently

A Campus Call for Mental Health
Colleges try outreach for men to help with depression and anxiety; Meet them at fraternities

BY LUCETTE LAGNADO

GETTY IMAGES

Women and men with certain
types of cancer appear to take very
different approaches in deciding
how to treat their disease, a new
study of social media found.
The study, commissioned by
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center in New York, analyzed thousands of Internet posts in leading
cancer forums and other online
communities. Men with prostate
cancer were generally found to be
analytical, methodical and datadriven in assessing their options.
They sought out the latest scientific studies and outcomes research, and tended to obtain several doctors’ opinions.
By contrast, women with breast
cancer were typically distrustful of
scientific data and even of their
own physicians. Anxious that their
cancer might return—and viewing
any risk of recurrence, however
small, as too great—many women
favored aggressive treatment such
as double mastectomy.
Men with prostate cancer typically make decisions “deeply situated in science,” the study concluded. For breast-cancer patients,
the online narratives, advice and
anecdotes they heard from other
women tended to “displace the
voice of science and medical experts,” according to the study,
which was performed by Treato, a
health-care data-analytics firm
with offices in Israel and New Jersey.
The findings have revived old
controversies about gender differences and the dangers of playing
into stereotypes, in this case the
thoughtful, deliberative male versus the anxious and emotional female. Also, the study, part of a
fast-growing field of analyzing
data from social media, is by no
means traditional academic research, with its emphasis on randomized trials and peer reviews. It
was directed by Sloan-Kettering’s
marketing arm, not its medical
arm.
Sloan-Kettering is hoping the
analysis will help it grapple with
the growing role social media and
online support groups play in guiding people on how to make decisions on cancer care. The hospital
also expects the study will help it
understand how patients speak and
think about their cancers, so as to
be better attuned to their needs.
Ido Hadari, Treato’s chief executive, points to the existence of a
Please see CANCER page D2
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At Ohio State University, the counseling center is getting creative with its efforts to aid male students with programs like ‘Broga,’ a yoga class for men.

Chris McKee | Penn State

Zachariah Tman | Hawaii-Hilo

‘I was able to share my story
at an event on campus and
explain what I went through
during a specific, dark time.’

‘There’s this stigma of men
looking weak that kind of stops guys
from actively looking for help.’

BY ANDREA PETERSEN
Concerned that they aren’t reaching enough
young men, college counseling centers are making extra efforts to draw them in.
The centers, which usually offer support
groups and one-on-one therapy for struggling
students, have faced growing demand for their
services in recent years. Still, men make up
only 33.9% of clients, according to the latest
annual survey by the Association for University
and College Counseling Center Directors. Men
represented 43.8% of the student population at
the schools surveyed.
School officials say they need to reach out
to these men where they hang out—at their
fraternities, clubs and sports teams.
“We cannot just sit inside the counseling

center and expect men to come in,” says Micky
M. Sharma, the director at Ohio State University’s Office of Student Life Counseling and
Consultation Service.
At Ohio State, the counseling-center staff is
hosting disc golf games—where players throw a
Frisbee at a target. At each target, staffers will
ask students questions to spark conversations
about men’s mental health. (Example: “What
parts of traditional masculinity do you not fit
in with?”)
The center also is planning “Broga,” a yoga
class for men led by a therapist who is also a
certified yoga teacher. The goal: to teach stress
reduction techniques to male students.
At the University of Missouri in Columbia
last year, the counseling center reached out to
the leaders of the school’s fraternities. The cen-

Mark Farley | Rhodes College

‘We’re trying to broaden
mental-health awareness
among our men
in Greek life.’

ter, along with the school’s Office of Greek Life,
conducted a course on masculinity, covering alcohol abuse, respect for women and how to talk
about emotions.
Many schools are also actively recruiting additional male therapists. Men make up just
28.3% of college counseling center professional
staff, according to the survey by the Association for University and College Counseling Center Directors.
Men are about four times more likely to die
by suicide than women, according to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. Men
also have higher rates of drug and alcohol
abuse and are more likely to self-medicate
when they’re feeling distressed.
“When [men] are feeling anxious, getting
Please see CAMPUS page D2

Pulling Off Adventure Travel With a Serious Illness
BY YUKARI IWATANI KANE

Yukari Iwatani Kane, in end-stage
renal failure, and her husband Patrick
Kane on a gorilla trek in the Virungas
in Rwanda in November 2014.

YUKARI IWATANI KANE

Many people who receive a serious medical diagnosis dream
about heading off on a global adventure. I did.
I was in end-stage renal failure
and severely anemic in August
2014. My doctor, John Riordan at
California Pacific Medical Center
in San Francisco, told me it would
be months before we would know
my treatment options. My husband, Patrick, suggested we go
traveling during that time, before I
got too sick. I was 40 years old
and had just finished writing a
book and Patrick ran his own software startup, so there was nothing
holding us back.
For six months we went horseback riding in the north of Iceland,
grape stomping in Portugal’s
Douro Valley and gorilla trekking
in Uganda and Rwanda—hitting 28
countries in all. Patrick, a private
pilot, flew us in his single-engine
turbo prop for the first half of the
trip from California to Dubai.
Dr. Riordan said he didn’t see
any reason to stop me from going
because I wasn’t actively sick.
Later he told me he had been nervous about the length of the trip,
concerned my health might deteriorate. He devised a medical plan
for me, anticipating what could go
wrong and trying to make sure

nothing did. He told me to get a
blood test monthly during our
travels to check my condition and
email him the results. And he
warned me what signs to watch
for, including a loss of energy and
swollen feet, that could force us to

cut short our trip.
Two weeks into our travels I
took a risk that nearly cost me my
life. As a longtime diver, I had
dreamed of diving off the coast of
Iceland between the tectonic
plates of North America and Eur-

asia. The glacial waters in the Silfra freshwater fissure would be
frigid, and I would have to wear a
dry suit. But the ocean’s blue and
green gradations were said to be
breathtakingly beautiful.
Just after getting in the water, I

started to sink because I couldn’t
pump air into my suit with my
bulky gloves. This could have happened to any diver, but I panicked
when I thought about the harm I
could be doing to my kidneys. I began hyperventilating. Terrified, I
shot up to the surface and clawed
my way to the ladder.
I completed the dive holding
the dive master’s hand. Afterward,
my chest hurt and I could barely
walk. Sitting in a hospital emergency room later, I realized I had
to accept new boundaries.
The urge to travel is common
among people with chronic illnesses, from diabetes and congestive heart failure to terminal cancer. “They realize that life is
short,” says Lipi Roy, an internist
at Massachusetts General Hospital,
who says many of her seriously ill
patients travel to visit family or go
on a cruise. As long as traveling
doesn’t jeopardize patients’ health,
she says she does what she can to
help them.
Having an adventure can be
empowering when people are seriously ill; it means they won’t let
the disease stop them from living.
Please see TRAVEL page D2
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For Fly Fishing Success, Try Strength Training First
BY JEN MURPHY

GREG VON DOERSTEN FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (4)

The saying “gone fishing” conjures up thoughts of a lazy day
casting on the river. For Will
Hobbs, director of outdoor pursuits at the Snake River Sporting
Club in Jackson, Wyo., fishing is a
serious workout.
In the peak of summer, Mr.
Hobbs often puts in 10-hour days,
six to seven days
WHAT’S YOUR a week. He typiWORKOUT?
cally takes out
two clients a day
in a 16-footlong-by-4-foot-wide float boat to
fish along the Snake River.
Mr. Hobbs sits in the middle
and rows against the current to
slow the boat so clients can cast
the fly in the best spot for catching rainbow trout and fine spotted
cutthroat trout.
The extensive amount of casting he does each season, combined
with his long hours on the oars,
led to shoulder tendinitis.
“Fly fishing is actually more
physically taxing than most believe
it to be,” said Mr. Hobbs, 42. “It
takes shoulder, arm, back and core
strength to stand, cast and hold a
rod up with a weighted fly for an
extended period and reel in a 12to 20-inch fish.”
He searched the Internet for exercises to strengthen his core,
shoulders, back, wrists and forearms. A regular routine of strength
exercises keeps him pain free, he
said. “Sitting and standing in the
boat all day can really take a toll
on your back and the rowing is a
lot of stress on the shoulders and
rotator cuffs,” he says. In the offseason, after Thanksgiving, Mr.
Hobbs says he skis but doesn’t use
his forearms every day the way he
does during fishing season. “So it’s
important to keep conditioned.”

and in winter he keeps fit with
cross-country and downhill skiing.

Will Hobbs on the Snake River, above. Mr. Hobbs uses a 10-pound dumbbell
for rotation exercises that strengthen the rotator cuff, below left. He reels up
a weight to work his wrists and forearms, below right.

The Diet

Breakfast is a grab-and-go
breakfast burrito. “It keeps me full
until lunch,” says Mr. Hobbs.
Lunch is often a roast beef wrap.
Dinner is usually wild game such
as elk or duck, which he hunts in
fall and winter. He says fresh seafood is an indulgence, and he loves
a cold beer at the end of the day.

Gear

The Workout

Mr. Hobbs has a weight area set
up in his garage and a repertoire of
exercises that takes about 20 minutes to perform. He took an 18-inch
broomstick and attached a string
to the middle with a 2-pound
weight at the other end. The string
is long enough so that when he
holds the bar horizontally in front
of him, with a hand at each end,
the weight is on the floor. He rotates the bar with his hands, winding the string around the bar and
lifting the weight off the floor,
then reverses to slowly unwind the

string and return the weight to the
floor. The exercise helps
strengthen his wrist and forearms;
he does three or four reps a day.
He performs reverse dumbbell
flies on a weight bench to work his
shoulders and upper back. To
strengthen his rotator cuffs, he

performs a lying external rotation
with 10-pound dumbbells. He lies
on the bench sideways with his elbow against his side and forearm
parallel to his body, then lifts the
dumbbell by rotating the shoulder,
then brings it back down.
He does 25 push-ups and 25 sit-

ups. “I’m a firm believer in the full
sit-up rather than crunches,” he
says. Mr. Hobbs is a big-game
hunter and says in hunting season
he gets a core workout from drawing a heavy weighted bow.
In the summer, he and his wife
and 5-year-old son hike and bike,

He owns more than a dozen flyfishing rods. “I have one for every
situation—saltwater, freshwater.”
He wears Smith ChromaPop polarized sunglasses, which cost $209.
He wears waders at the tail end of
the season when the water temperature is in the 40s, he says. Mr.
Hobbs likes Vasque hiking boats.
He has a Giant mountain bike and
“loads” of archery gear.

Playlist

“I listen to a lot of Widespread
Panic when I work out. It fires me
up.”

Exercises Away From the River to Bring in a Big Catch
Sustaining any single posture for
extended periods, whether because
you are fishing or standing in the
front of a boardroom, will cause wear
and tear, says Greg Chertok, a New
York-based sport- and exercise-psychology consultant at Telos Sport
Psychology Coaching. “We simply
can’t sustain one position for too
long. The muscles start to tire, and
form begins to deteriorate,” he says.
He suggests that people who find
their posture slumping after long
hours on their feet should try activating their glutes and tilting their pelvis forward. “Modifying our standing

posture throughout the day is critical,” Dr. Chertok says.
Learning to breathe properly, using
the diaphragm for both inhalation
and exhalation, can support posture.
“Proper breathing technique, particularly a full exhale, will posteriorly tilt
the pelvis and relieve some lower
back pain and tightness,” Dr. Chertok
says.
A fisherman, he says, needs a pliable, powerful core and strong rotational muscles to “bring in” a big
catch. The basic core exercises should
revolve around the plank. A plank
“effectively engages the core without

putting any strain on the spine,” Dr.
Chertok says. “The spine remains
neutral while the muscles around the
core, hips, and glutes do all the
work.”
Whether you fish or are just on
your feet a lot, he suggests performing basic plank-based exercises such
as side planks performed on the forearm, prone planks performed on
hands or forearms, push ups, and
half to full planks where you start on
the hands and go down to the forearms, and repeat, all the while staying off your knees.
—Jen Murphy

Will Hobbs performs lateral dumbbell raises to work his shoulders.

New Research on Overcoming the Loneliness Spiral
BY ELIZABETH BERNSTEIN

How to combat the tendency to isolate

CORBIS

I was feeling lonely one recent
weekend. I craved company, but
friends and family all seemed to be
on vacation or busy. So I arranged
to chat with a friend who lives in
another city, signed up for a group
kayak outing, and decided I’d take
myself to Sunday brunch at a new
restaurant nearby.
Then I canceled my plans, ignored my phone when it rang and
read for two
BONDS: ON
days. It didn’t
RELATIONSHIPS make me less
lonely. I was
relieved Monday morning when the rhythm of
work started up again.
Many lonely people wish they
had social plans or a bigger network of friends. But sometimes,
even when they do, they avoid
contact. This can lead to a downward spiral of more loneliness.
Now, two new studies by the
husband and wife research team
John and Stephanie Cacioppo, psychologists at the University of Chicago and leading authorities on
the psychology and neuroscience
of loneliness, show that this may
be because people’s brains operate
differently when they are lonely.
The researchers found that the
electrical activity in the brains of
lonely people occurred faster and
was more extreme than that of
non-lonely people when shown
negative social cues. They believe
that this means lonely people are
constantly and subconsciously
guarding against social threats.
“If I feel lonely, my brain is al-

ready in this attentive state,” says
John Cacioppo, professor of psychology, psychiatry and behavioral
neuroscience and director of the
Center for Cognitive and Social
Neuroscience at the University of
Chicago. For this reason, it is important to combat the urge to isolate when you already feel lonely—
or expect that you might soon be.
In the first study, published online in July in the journal Cortex,
70 participants were recruited—38
who were very lonely and 32 who
weren't lonely. Researchers then
used electroencephalography
(EEG) to assess the brain activity
changes of the subjects as they
were given a Stroop test, in which
they were shown words written in

different colors and asked to identify the color, not the meaning of
the word. One-quarter of the
words were social and positive
(pal, admired), one-quarter were
social and negative (disliked, unwanted), one-quarter were emotionally positive but nonsocial (joy,
happy) and one-quarter were emotionally negative and nonsocial
(angry, vomit).
In the next study, published online in August in Cognitive Neuroscience, 19 participants, 10 of
whom were lonely, were shown 28
pictures while their brain activity
was assessed using an EEG. Seven
of the pictures were social and
positive (for instance, people celebrating together), seven were so-

Lonely people can use a method
called social cognitive retraining to
assess their interactions and help avoid
a spiral into isolation. Dr. Cacioppo
suggests four steps to combat
loneliness, which he describes by the
acronym EASE:
Extend Yourself. “You cannot
connect if you isolate yourself—or if
you only connect online where many
people present a non-authentic self,”
Dr. Cacioppo says. Accept social
invitations, even if you don’t feel like
going out.
Develop an action plan. It isn’t
enough to rely on random invites. Get
your calendar out and map out your
social life. Make sure your week is
scattered with social activities. If you
don’t have any, plan something and
invite others to join you.

Share good times with people who
have similar interests. The best way
to not be lonely is to spend time with
people who share your interests, values
and attitudes.
If you don’t have people in your life
who fit the bill, it is time to make a
plan to meet more, which will require
going to the right place. Love to read?
Join a book club. Love to run? Join a
runner’s group.
Expect the best. When you get
lonely you may read other people’s
actions wrong. Did your friend really
blow you off? Or was she
overwhelmed with work and children
and truly too busy to call?
“Give the other person the benefit
of the doubt,” Dr. Cacioppo says.
“Friends don’t mean their actions as
negative as they sometimes appear.”

cial and negative (someone being
mocked), seven were nonsocial
and positive (pleasant scenery)
and seven were nonsocial and negative (snakes).
Of course, loneliness isn't the
same as being alone. You can be
content alone. Loneliness happens
when you feel socially isolated,
when there is a disconnect between your desired relationships
and your actual relationships.
It is important to be self-aware
about what loneliness does to your
brain—that it primes it to be hypervigilant to threats and go into
self-preservation mode. Feeling
lonely might mean you need to reinterpret your view of your social
interactions, says Dr. Cacioppo. For

example, if you feel a friend has
slighted you, ask yourself if you
were actually hostile and in an isolation mode first and your friend
is reacting to your behavior. “You
need to understand that you may
be responsible,” says Dr. Cacioppo.
My new anti-loneliness antidote? I adopted a puppy. Scout demands that we get out of the
house—multiple times a day. She
happily makes friends with everyone she meets. And if the people
we meet like Scout, it’s a pretty
good bet I will like them.
Write to Elizabeth Bernstein at
elizabeth.bernstein@wsj.com or
follow her on Twitter or Facebook
at EBernsteinWSJ.

